Swinging Cup Art
What is the difference between process art and product art?

This activity stresses the importance of process-focused art over product-focused art. Processfocused art is when there are no step-by-step instructions and no set example for end results.
The art is focused on the experience, including discovering different techniques, tools, and
materials. By encouraging process art rather than product art, children are given the
opportunity to create their own unique piece that displays their creativity.
Required Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plastic Cup
Liquid Watercolor Paint (Item #97268)
Wooden Rods
Yarn (Item #13461)
Rubber Band
Paper (Item #7784)
Hole Punch (Item #47601) or Scissors

Scan this QR Code to view this activity
on our website and to check out more
of our Insights and Inspirations articles!

1. Make Holes
Take your plastic cup and punch four holes of equal distance. This can be done with a hole
punch or scissors.
2. Attach String
Cut and tie four separate pieces of string to the holes. Take each of these strings and make
a loop at the top with all of them.
3. Place
Take three wooden rods and wrap a rubber band around the top to create a bundle.
Separate the unsecured ends to create a tent-like figure with the rods. Place the tent like
figure on top of large pieces of paper. This will be your canvas.
4. Hang
Hang the loop created by the strings from one of the rods to allow the cup to swing.
5. Paint
Fill the cup with a watercolor of choice. Create a small hole in the bottom of the cup.
Encourage children to swing the cup in order to create their own masterpiece!
As much fun as art crafts can be, they can also be messy and difficult to clean up. With
Swinging Cup Art, children can make a mess with minimal cleanup required! Take this fun
craft outside for mess-free painting that will encourage children to channel their inner
artist.

